
80/20 T-SLOT PRODUCTS

15+ YEARS EXPERIENCE

ALUMINUM FRAMING SOLUTIONS

FREE CAD DESIGNS & QUOTATIONS

SOLUTIONS FOR MANUFACTURING, ENGINEERING, R&D & SAFETY



PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS 
FOR EVERY APPLICATION

We use our 15+ years of t-slot aluminum experience to 
quickly design and quote the perfect soluon for your 
business applicaon. Our in-house staff of CAD designers 
will ensure your structure works for your employees and 
meets OSHA requirements. For most projects, we charge 
nothing for a design and quotaon - that’s right, its FREE!

To ensure our products fit together perfectly, we use our 
in-house CNC panel shop team to design and cut out table tops, 
doors, side panels and and other custom items from strong, 
durable materials such as aluminum, HDPE, ABS, acrylic, 
polycarbonate, TRESPATM, hybrid metals, expanded PVC, wire 
mesh, and wood laminates.

QUICK TURNAROUND CAD DESIGNS

We do precise machining of bars and parts, including  
deburring and cleaning of every item serviced. This 
ensures every product and every kit is ready to go 
when you receive it from F&L Industrial Soluons.

COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
Our assembly department can build it, crate it and ship it 
directly to your locaon. We also offer on-site installaon 
in the southwestern US. Or have us design and ship it to 
you as a kit for local assembly. Either way, you’ll get the 
best design using the highest quality t-slots in the world.

ASSEMBLED OR KITTED

MULTI-TABLE CNC PANEL SHOP



We have been recommending 80/20 t-slot extrusions for over 15 years because they 
deliver the highest quality at a modest price. Superior QA processes and ght 
tolerances ensure a beer product, and their precision anodizing offers unmatched 
batch-to-batch color consistency. With over 8,000 compable items, the 80/20 line 
of t-slot components is the most capable t-slot system in the world. F&L Industrial 
Soluons is a proud Tier-1 full service distributor for 80/20 products.

FULL SERVICE 80/20 DISTRIBUTOR

info@fandl8020.com
www.fandl8020.com

12550 Stowe Dr.
Poway, CA 92064
858-602-1500


